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Scrabo Golf Club Membership Subscription 

Voucher Terms and Conditions 
 

1. Voucher Redemption: 
Membership subscription vouchers purchased can only be redeemed through Scrabo Golf Club for 

the specified membership subscription package. 

 

2. Validity: 
The membership subscription voucher is valid for a period of 12 months from the date of purchase. 

Any vouchers not redeemed within this timeframe will be considered null and void. 

 

3. Membership Activation: 
To activate the membership subscription, the voucher holder must contact Scrabo Golf Club within 

the validity period and provide necessary details for enrolment. 

 

4. Transferability: 
Membership vouchers are non-transferable and can only be redeemed by the individual whose name 

is associated with the voucher either at the time of purchase or the voucher holder. 

 

5. Usage Limitation: 
Each membership voucher is valid for a single use and cannot be split between multiple individuals. 

 

6. Membership Terms: 
By redeeming the voucher, the individual agrees to abide by the terms and conditions of Scrabo Golf 

Club’s membership subscription program and Club Rules & Bye laws, as outlined separately. 

 

7. Expiry and Extension: 
Expired vouchers will not be honoured, and no extensions will be granted beyond the original validity 

period. 

 

8. Refunds and Cancellations: 
Voucher purchases are final and non-refundable. Cancellations or changes to the membership 

package after voucher redemption may be subject to Scrabo Golf Club’s standard policies. 

 



9. Lost or Stolen Vouchers: 
Scrabo Golf Club is not responsible for lost or stolen vouchers. Treat the voucher as you would cash, 

as it cannot be replaced if lost or stolen. 

10. Changes to Terms: 
Scrabo Golf Club reserves the right to modify these terms and conditions at any time. Changes will be 

effective immediately upon posting on our website. 

By purchasing and redeeming a Scrabo Golf Club membership subscription voucher, the voucher 

holder agrees to these terms and conditions. 

 

Scrabo Golf Club 

01/12/2023 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EaglesNest on the Hills Restaurant Voucher 

Terms and Conditions 
 

1. Voucher Redemption: 
EaglesNest on the Hills restaurant vouchers purchased can only be redeemed through EaglesNest on 

the Hills restaurant located at Scrabo Golf Club when purchasing food within the restaurant and/or 

Clubhouse. 

 

2. Validity: 
EaglesNest on the Hills restaurant vouchers are valid for a period of 12 months from the date of 

purchase. Any vouchers not redeemed within this timeframe will be considered null and void. 

 

3. Voucher Activation: 
To use your restaurant voucher, the voucher holder must inform a member of the restaurant staff at 

the time of ordering informing the server of your intention of using a restaurant voucher, including 

the value. 

 

4. Transferability: 
EaglesNest on the Hills restaurant vouchers are non-transferable and can only be redeemed by the 

voucher holder when visiting the restaurant, utilising the restaurant facilities. 

 

5. Usage Limitation: 
EaglesNest on the Hills restaurant voucher is valid for a single use and cannot be split between 

multiple parties or multiple groups.   

 

6. Restaurant Voucher Terms: 
By redeeming the EaglesNest on the Hills restaurant voucher, the individual agrees to abide by the 

terms and conditions of Scrabo Golf Club’s Clubhouse rules and etiquette as outlined in the visitors 

page of our website. 

 

7. Expiry and Extension: 
Expired vouchers will not be honoured, and no extensions will be granted beyond the original validity 

period. 

 



8. Refunds and Cancellations: 
Voucher purchases are final and non-refundable. Cancellations or changes to the EaglesNest 

Restaurant vouchers after voucher redemption may be subject to EaglesNest on the Hills standard 

policies. 

 

9. Lost or Stolen Vouchers: 
EaglesNest on the Hills and Scrabo Golf Club are not responsible for lost or stolen vouchers. Treat the 

voucher as you would cash, as it cannot be replaced if lost or stolen. 

 

10. Changes to Terms: 
EaglesNest on the Hills and Scrabo Golf Club Scrabo Golf Club reserves the right to modify these 

terms and conditions at any time. Changes will be effective immediately upon posting on our 

website. 

By purchasing and redeeming an EaglesNest on the Hills restaurant voucher, the voucher holder 

agrees to these terms and conditions. 

 

Scrabo Golf Club 

01/12/2023 

 

 


